Title: METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING CONDUCTIVE DEVICE FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Abstract: A method for manufacturing grey fabric of conductive devices (10) for electronic equipment by quilting fabric material (11) with conductive yarn 812) penetrating the fabric material (11) and by attaching conductive sheets (16) to the upper and lower sides thereof is disclosed. The method includes the steps of quilting a fabric material (11) with a conductive yarn (12) to electrically connect the upper and lower surfaces thereof, coating conductive adhesive (13) to the upper and lower sides thereof to flatten the surfaces of the quilted fabric material (11), attaching conductive sheets (14) to upper and lower sides of the conductive adhesive (13) and passing the quilted fabric material (11) through pressure rollers to permeate the conductive adhesive (13) into the quilted fabric material (11), thereby manufacturing a grey fabric of the conductive device (10), and cutting the grey fabric of the conductive device (10) in respective conductive devices 810) such that the cut surfaces of the respective conductive devices are thermally finished.
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